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Introduction
The  British  Council/LATE  Summer  School  for  Teachers  of  English  entitled  “Coping  with
Competences” was held between the 15th August and 18th August 2018 in Priekuļi, Latvia.

Fifty-four teachers took part in the three day event held at  Priekuļi Technical School. The
event was funded by the British Council, and organised by the Latvian Association of Teachers
of English.

The Latvian Ministry of Education is in the middle of a wholesale curriculum reform project,
known as 'The Project'. This summer school was designed to help teachers 'cope' with the new
ideas behind the curriculum – the competences and transversal skills. The first two- and half
days of the school consisted of workshops on a variety of topics. The remainder of the school
was devoted to project work.

The topics covered in the workshops were: The Competency-Based Curriculum; Developing
Self-Regulated  Learners;  Creativity  For  Everyone;  Engaging  With  Motivational  Activities;
Assessment For Learning; the 4Cs of Competence-based Teaching; Writing; Time to Think; ICT
in English Language Teaching; 

Near the end of the summer school  the participant teachers were asked to work in pairs (and
threes) to prepare lesson plans based on their chosen course books. The result of this project
work can be seen in these pages. These lesson plans are not presented as 'state-of-the-art'
lesson plans which show you how you should teach the materials or the new competency-
based curriculum. Rather, they are a snapshot which shows you what a small group of Latvian
teachers (from both Latvian and Russian language backgrounds) are capable of in terms of
lesson planning. The plans have not been edited; they are as completed by the teachers.

If you are a teacher, these lesson plans will give you some ideas for teaching and will show you
the kinds of lessons your colleagues are planning.

If  you are a curriculum/policy expert,  these lesson plans will  show you how this group of
teachers see elements of the new curriculum, and is a snapshot in time of their expertise and
lesson-planning abilities.

If  you are a course book publisher or writer,  these lesson plans will  show you how these
teachers are teaching the course book materials.

We hope that you will find these lesson plans of interest.

Robert Buckmaster

Summer School Originator

Copyright Note

Course  book  pages  have  been  scanned  under  the  fair  use  provision  of  copyright  law  for
illustrative purposes only. If the copyright holder objects to this use they should contact the
Latvian Associaition of Teachers of English and this will be rectified.
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Lesson 1

Grade 1 Family and Friends Starter Unit 6 p. 45
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Length of lesson: 40 min.    

LESSON AIMS 1. Recognise and name the animals.

2. Learn the plurals with s

3. Connect English knowledge with Geography

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

1.Revision Matching A set of cards with animals and their names 
(separately)

10 min. St.- st. 
pair work

2.Word 
recognition 
and 
teaching 
plural

Listening, 
matching, 

learning plurals

Game. Silent telephones. The last student finds the 
correct picture and says the name of the animal.

Asking questions in singular and plural, checking 
students` answers, using digital materials ( CD 76 )

15 min. Group 
work

3.Self-
assessment

Name the animals, 
find the right 
country on the map

Choose the toy animals from the basket, say the 
sentence in plural, name the country and stick an 
appropriate badge on the map

12 min. Teacher-
student

4.The end 
of the 
lesson

Relaxing Listen to the song ( CD 77 ) and sing along 3 min. Group 
work

Commentary: At each stage students develop some kind of competences. The revision is 
connected with critical thinking, while playing the game `silent telephones` they practise 
collaboration. Finding the right country for the animal on the map, they improve their cultural 
awareness. Asking and answering the questions they have to communicate. Pair and group 
work helps to cooperate. During the lesson students practise TPR (total physical response).
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Lesson 2

Grade 3 Family and Friends Unit 14/ Lesson 5
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Length of lesson: 40 min. 

LESSON AIMS 1. Read and understand the text about animals.

2. Identify and describe animals.

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in Activate and revise 
vocabulary

Brainstorm: Students are divided in 3 teams. Teacher
asks “What animals do you know?”  Students say the
names and teacher writes them on the board.

5 Teamwork

Activity 1 Develop critical thinking Teacher puts papers with three categories of animals 
on the walls and each student receives a picture with
an animal. Students have to decide which category 
his animal belongs to: PETS/ WILD/ FARM animals.

5 Individually

Activity 2 Identify animals by 
sounds.

Teacher uses the recording with animal sounds and 
the student who has the card with the animal shows 
it.

4 Individually

Activity 3 Understand the animal 
descriptions from the 
text.

Students listen and read the text from the class-book
and find the verbs in the text which characterize 
animals.

Teacher puts down the verbs on the board.

e.g. … fly 

       … swim

       ... climb

        …talk

        … sing

8 First 
individually, 
then 
compare in 
pairs.

Activity 4 Musical pause Students sing along the song from the one of the 
previous lessons “ We are going to the zoo”.

4 All students

Activity 5 Applying of knowledge Students write three sentences about his/ her 
picture. They use the text from the book as an 
example and the given words from the board.

5 Individually.

Activity 6 Guessing game Teacher collects descriptions and gives them by 
random to read the students’ writing. Students have 
to guess which animal it is.

4 In pairs

Reflection Strengthening the 
knowledge

Teacher  reads  the  statements  about  animals  and
students show the coloured T/F cards.

3 All students

Setting 
the home 
task

Task for the feedback. Students have to describe their favourite animal in 
written form and illustrate.

2 All students

Commentary: Students can develop their critical thinking and collaboration.
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Lesson 3

Grade 4 Fly High 4 Fly High File: Planets, pp. 72-73
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Length of lesson: 40 min.    

LESSON AIMS 1. By the end of the lesson students will have revised names of the planets 
and general information about them.

2. By the end of the lesson students will have revised and practised the 
superlative of adjectives.

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in and 
warm-up: 

Kahoot Quiz

To raise interest and 
activate students’ 
previous knowledge 
on the topic

Teacher states the main aims of the lesson for the 
students and asks them to find a friend with whom 
they are going to work together in this lesson.

T projects the Kahoot Quiz 

https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=0700eed4-d7df-
4170-9303-1bd07ff2e85e

and asks ss to take one mobile phone, connect to 
the Internet, go to kahoot.it

T highlights that he/she wants to check how much 
do they know about planets.

Ss write the Game PIN projected on the screen and 
add their team name.

T waits till all the ss have connected to the game 
with their mobile phones and start the game.

When ss have finished playing the game t asks them
to give feedback to the game.

T praises the winners of the game and asks ss to 
open their Pupil’s books on pages 72-73.

6 min. T-Ss

Pair work

Comprehension
: 

Vocabulary 
Check 

To check their 
previous knowledge, 
to learn the new 
vocabulary connected
with the topic

T projects the pictures of the new vocabulary.

T asks ss to look at the picture of the vocabulary in 
the book (p. 72)

T gives each pair 6 slips of paper and asks them to 
write the translations of the words they know and 
stick them to the board according to the pictures. (T
calms ss that it’s OK not to know some of the 
words.)

T asks how many words each pair knew and then 
explains unknown vocabulary. 

3 min. Pair work

Reading To practice finding 
information 
effectively

T asks ss if they already can name some of the 
planets in English.

T asks ss to read the text on p. 73 and circle the 
names of the planets. 

2 min. Pair work
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Matching 
pictures based 
on the read 
text

To check their 
general knowledge 
about the planets 
and understanding of
the text

T asks ss to do write the names of the planets they 
have found next to the pictures on p. 72. T reminds 
ss to pay attention to the text and the order of the 
planets. 

T projects a picture with the planets 
(https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-
vd4DkAMvA4E/Wv6A5us0jJI/AAAAAAAAA0o/Lb68Jd
nuy2o4sG-ZO3fTMlY5CN8RC9ATQCLcBGAs/s640/our
%2Bsolar%2Bsystem%2B-aloneworld.in.jpg) and 
their names and asks ss to compare their answers 
with the picture.

4 min. Pair work

Reading and 
answering 
questions

To check their 
knowledge and 
practice finding 
information, to 
activate their 
previous knowledge 
about the superlative
form of adjectives

T gives each pair a worksheet and asks them to do 
Ex. 1.

When ss have done Ex. 1 they are allowed to stand 
up and do Ex. 2 which involves walking around the 
classroom and answering the questions posted on 
the walls (questions included in the materials with 
the worksheet). T explains ss that only two pairs 
can be at the question at the same time. Ss are 
allowed to use the book in order to find the right 
answers.

When all ss have found all the answers they should 
sit down, so that T can see that all have finished.

T hands out answer sheets to each pair and asks 
them to compare their answers. 

T asks ss to look at some of the questions and find 
adjectives.

T asks ss if they noticed anything special about the 
adjectives. (Expected answer – the superlative form 
of the adjective)

7 min. Pair work

Consolidation, 
use, reflection:

Writing

To practise the 
superlative form of 
adjectives

T asks ss to do Ex. 3, pointing out that ss should 
pay attention to the example given in the exercise 
and write similar sentences about the other planets.

When ss have finished writing, T asks each pair to 
read out a sentence but they shouldn’t repeat the 
same sentences. 

7 + 2 min. Pair work

Exit 
Statements

To summarise all the 
acquired material 
during the lesson and
give students 
possibility to  self-
check their 
knowledge

T projects True and False statements and ask them 
to ss. SS have to stand up if the statement is true 
and remain seated if the statement is false. 

6 min. Individual
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Homework To give students 
possibility to 
consolidate their 
knowledge and 
express themselves 
creatively

To make a project about one of the planets 
consulting Pupil’s Book, p. 73.

2 min. Individual

Extra task: 
Video

To entertain the 
students, as well as 
to give them 
possibility to 
consolidate the 
general knowledge 
about the planets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ2bQWH6GCM

Commentary: 

The lesson involves a lot of competences such as collaboration, communication, critical 
thinking, digital skills, and creativity.

If students are actively participating in the lesson they are expected to develop such English 
competencies as reading, writing, listening, finding information, analysing information given.

The lesson has a strong interdisciplinary link with science lesson. 
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Fly High File: Planets

Exercise 1 Read and answer the questions.

1. Which planet is the nearest to the Sun? Mercury

2. Which planet is the furthest from the Sun? _______________

3. Which planet is the fastest? _____________________

4. Which planet is the stormiest? ___________________

5. Which planet has got many colourful rings? _________________

6. Which planet is the most beautiful? ______________________

Exercise 2 Read the questions around the classroom and 
write the answers.

1. _________________

2. ________________

3. ________________

4. ________________

5. ________________

6. ________________

Exercise 3 Write sentences about planets.

1. hot: The hottest planet is Venus. 

2. big: _______________________________________________

3. cold: _______________________________________________

4. near: _______________________________________________

5. far: ________________________________________________

6. beautiful: ___________________________________________
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Teacher’s Handout

Exercise 2 Questions

1. Which is the hottest planet?
2. Which is the coldest planet?
3. Which is the smallest planet?
4. Which is the biggest planet?
5. How many planets are in our Solar 
System?
6. How many times is Uranus bigger 
than Earth?

Exit Statements

1. Mercury is the second planet from the Sun. (False)

2. Earth is the most beautiful planet in the Solar System (True)

3. First four planets are made of ice. (False)

4. Saturn has got a lot of moons. (True)

5. Neptune is blue and beautiful. (True)

6. There are vulcano eruptions on Neptune. (False)

14



Answers

Exercise 1

1. Mercury

2. Pluto

3. Mercury

4. Neptune

5. Saturn

6. Earth

Exercise 2

1. Venus 

2. Pluto

3. Pluto

4. Jupiter

5. 9

6. 4

Exercise 3

1. The hottest planet is Venus.

2. The biggest planet is Jupiter.

3. The coldest planet is Pluto.

4. The nearest planet (to the Sun)  is Mercury.

5. The furthest planet (from the Sun) is Pluto.

6. The smallest planet is Pluto.
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Lesson 4

Grade 4 Welcome 2 A1 PB p. 50-51

WB p.33 ex. 3, 4
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Length of lesson: 40 min.    

LESSON AIMS 1. Be able to talk about farm animals.

2. Be able to compare them.

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Warm up To revise 
vocabulary on 
animals

Use pictures of animals. Ask students to divide into 
two groups: wild and farm.

5 min. Communication

Goal setting To set the goal of 
the lesson

Teacher asks questions connected with the lesson. 
Students answer and try to set the aim of the 
lesson.

3 min. Critical thinking

Comparison 
of adjectives

To create a 
comparative 
degree

Students read the adjectives and form the 
comparatives. (PB p.51 Ex.5)

6 min. Thinking 

Pair Work

Writing To practise 
comparative 
adjectives

Students use Ex.3,4 as a model and do the exercises
in pairs.(WB p.33 Ex.3,4)

5 min. Pair Work

Collaboration

Thinking

Dumb show To revise gramma 
through actions

Students pretend to be animals and act in front of 
their group using pictures from PB p.51 Ex.51 Other 
students try to guess.

8 min Group Work

Creativity

Reflection 
game

To check the 
usage of grammar
(comparative 
adjectives)

Teacher throws a ball to a student and calls an 
adjective. The student makes a comparison degree.

6 min. Communication

Let's sing! To revise 
vocabulary 
connected with 
lesson

Students watch the video “Old MacDonald`s Farm” 
and listen the song. After watching teacher gives to 
each group an envelope with the lines of the song. 
The groups put them in the correct order. After that 
children sing the song again.

7 min. Group Work

Thinking

Communication

Collaboration

Commentary: In our Curriculum have used 4Cs of the 21st Century Skills: Critical Thinking, 
Communication, Collaboration, Creativity. We have worked out a set of different activities by 
adapting them for competence-based learning situation.
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Lesson 5

Grade 4 - 5 Wider World 1 A1 Unit 1, page 13, lesson 3
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Length of lesson: 40 min    

LESSON AIMS 1. Students can talk about appearance and personality 

2. Students can read and understand a text

3. Students can collaborate

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lesson 1 
Game

Warm up! Students guess names of famous people by playing a 
game with mobiles or tablets (www.kahoot.com)

5 min Individual 
work

Discussion Lead in! Students look at 2 pictures of famous persons and 
discuss their appearance 

5 min Group work

Game Revise 
vocabulary

Students work in two teams and brainstorm 
“appearance” and “personality” words and the team 
leader writes them on the board under the appropriate 
column

5 min Team work

Course book 
ex. 2

Practice 
vocabulary

Match photos with the sentences 2 min Individual 
work

Reading Practice reading 
skills

5 students are chosen to read a text to class 3 min Interactive

Course book 
ex. 3

Check 
understanding of
the text

Read and mark – “right” or “wrong” 2 min Pair work

Course book 
ex. 4

New vocabulary Find words in the text and translate 3 min Pair work

Course book 
ex.6

Writing Choose the correct options to make the sentences true 
to you

3 min Pair work

Quiz Writing Make a short quiz (~5 sentences) about your classmates
and ask your partner to guess.

10 min Interactive

Feedback Write down 3 words on the sticker about this lesson:

1) which word was a challenge to you;

2) the most used word;

3) describe yourself using one word.

1 min Individual 
work

Homework Poster Make a poster about your favourite person for the next 
lesson

Individual 
work

Commentary: 21st  century skills: collaboration, creativity, communication, critical thinking are
practised. Students develop their English competences by active participating, doing interactive
tasks and collaborating.
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Lesson 6

Grade 5 Solutions Elementary 2nd Ed. Unit 6D, p.61
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Length of lesson: 40 mins

LESSON AIMS 1. To develop students’ grammatical, reading, speaking skills

Talking about past events, using past tense regular verbs

2.To engage and activate students in using written and spoken 
English  

3. Dealing with an unknown  text 

4. Practise the usage of Past Simple in written and spoken tasks

5. In this lesson students will learn and practise using the Past 
Simple tense with some common regular verbs

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Introduction Getting acquainted 
with Past Simple  

 Explaining the difference between Present and Past 
Simple

2 min T-Sts

Warming up To illustrate the 
difference of using 
Present and Past 
Simple

(What day is it today/ was it yesterday? What's the 
weather like today/ yesterday? What are/were you 
keen on/interested in/really into/good at..?)

4-5 min T-Sts

Reading/

Listening   

Develop students’ 
reading, listening and
grammatical  skills  

The lesson begins with reading a little story about 
Suzie which is used to present the grammatical 
aspects of regular past simple verbs. Having read this 
story aloud, students should listen to each other, 
answer the questions and use these regular verbs in 
the  tasks that will follow

10 min T-Sts-Sts

Listening/

Pronunciation 

Practising the 
pronunciation of the 
–ed endings   

Focus on the example and play the audio for Sts to 
listen and repeat. Then go through the rules with the 
class  

2 min T-Sts 

Writing Introducing past time
expressions, 
repeating vocabulary 
and grammatical 
patterns in the final 
speaking activity

Ask the Sts to do exercises 7 and 8 on page 61 based 
on the usage of regular verbs in Past Simple. Check 
the results by reading both exercises

10 min Sts-Sts

Speaking To help Sts to 
become confident  
when speaking about 
past events

Practising the usage of past time expressions and 
grammatical rules in making sentences with the Past 
Simple of regular verbs  

8 min Sts-Sts

Self-
evaluating

To summarize the 
main goals of the 
lesson and to 
increase the level of 
self-motivation

(Was the lesson interesting for you? What did you 
learn today? What can you do now?...)

3 min Sts-Sts
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Commentary: 

During the lesson I use the following strategies:  Direct Teaching, Individual Activity, Reading 
and Group Activity.

As to the context, in this lesson pupils can practise building up written and spoken sentences 
about past events and activities and apply obtained grammatical and phonetic skills in creative
speaking/writing exercises. 

Fulfilling the reading, listening, written and speaking tasks would help the Sts to develop 
collaboration competence. Exercise 9 on page 61 would demand the maximum creative 
thinking competence of the Sts. 

The Sts will involve the communication thinking competence trough the whole lesson however 
it will be especially important while doing exercise 1 on page 61.

The last part of the lesson would not only help the Sts to summarize the lesson’s main goal but
also involve the high level of critical thinking competence.
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Lesson 7

Grade 5 Solutions Elementary 2nd Ed. Unit 3D, p. 31
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Length of lesson: 80 min (2x40)

LESSON AIMS 1. Students will be able to use ‘have to’, ‘don’t have to’ to talk/write 
about obligation/necessity and lack of obligation/necessity

2. Students will have designed a poster “Our Ideal School”

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in To introduce 
the topic

Ask S-s “Do you like your life? Is it easy for you? Can 
you always do what you want? Elicit answers: e.g. “No, 
not always”. Ask “Why not?”, elicit “Parents /teachers tell
us what to do.”

Introduce the topic and the aim: necessity and obligation
(Slide 1&2)

2 Answering 
questions,

Whole class 

Reading/

presentation 

To identify the 
verb 
construction 
for obligation

Refer S-s to SB p.31 task 1; ask them to look at the 
picture and tell what they see, what kind of school it is.

S-s read the text, check their ideas.

Refer S-s back to the text and find the highlighted verb 
forms that are used for obligation. Elicit “have to, has to”

5 Answering 
questions,

Whole class

Presentation To get S-s 
acquainted 
with the use of
“have”

Show S-s Slide 3 and explain the use of “have” in 
English, emphasise the construction “have to”, ask S-s to
make notes;

Show S-s Slide 4, explain, highlight the use of “has to”, 
S-s make notes

6 Listening, 
making 
notes

Practice To practice 
“have to” 
affirmative

Read to S-s five sentences about you: what you have to 
do in your life, make some sentences false, they listen 
and guess T/F. Ask S-s to write down 1 sentence about 
themselves using “have to”. S-s read their sentences as 
a “chain story” using “have to/has to”

7 Listening, 
writing, 
individually

Presentation To get S-s 
acquainted 
with the use of
“don’t/doesn’t 
have to”

Show S-s Slide 5 and 6, explain the use of “don’t/doesn’t
have to”, ask S-s to make notes;

3 Listening, 
making 
notes

Practice To practice 
“don’t/doesn’t 
have to” 

Read to S-s some sentences about your life: what you 
don’t have to do. S-s to write down 1 sentence about 
themselves using “don’t have to”. S-s read their 
sentences as a “chain story” using “don’t/doesn’t have 
to”

Ask S-s to complete p.31 task 3, check as a whole class

9 Listening, 
writing, 
individually

Feedback To get 
feedback from 
the S-s

Give S-s small pieces of paper, show Slide 7, explain the 
feedback questions, ask them to answer the questions in
a written form

5 Writing, 
individually
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Closing To set 
homework

Ask S-s to do ex-s 1-3 on p.29, explain 3

Lead-in To activate S-s
knowledge 
about the topic

Ask S-s: e.g. “What topic are we discussing?”, elicit e.g. 
“obligation/necessity”

Check homework

5 Whole class

Listening To get S-s 
acquainted 
with school 
rules

Refer S-s to SB p.31 task 5, S-s complete the task, 
check in pairs.

S-s work in pairs, ask them to write 3 (some True/False) 
sentences about Libby, using “have/has to; don’t/doesn’t
have to”. Books closed, put S-s in groups of 4 (2 pairs), 
pairs read their T/F sentences to each other.

10 Listening 
individually, 
writing in 
pairs

Reading To introduce a 
description of 
an ideal school

Ask S-s to complete task 8. Check as a whole class. 3 Individually

Writing To make a 
poster

Divide S-s in groups of 3, refer them to task 9, explain 
that they have to design a poster “Our Ideal School”. 
Monitor, help when necessary.

S-s put their posters on the wall, they walk around and 
read all the posters.

S-s vote with stickers for the poster they like best.

20 Group work

Closing To round up Thank everybody for the work they have done. 2

Commentary:

Students develop the following competences: collaborating, critical thinking, creativity, 
communication, as well as reading, listening and writing skills in English.
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Slide 1 Slide 2

Slide 3 Slide 4

Slide 5 Slide 6

Slide 7
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Lesson 8

Grade 5 Solutions Elementary 
Workbook

Unit 7A, p. 62

29



Length of lesson: 40 minutes

LESSON AIMS 1. Students will be able to name countries, their capital cities and 
nationalities. 

2. Students will know the spelling of countries, capital cities and 
nationalities. 

3. Students will gain additional knowledge about the countries thus 
raising their cultural awareness. 

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Warm-up To lead in the 
subject and 
activate existing 
knowledge

Teacher has prepared a few slides with pictures of 
well-known places in different countries on the 
PowerPoint. Students are asked to guess the 
country. 

1-2 mins Whole group

Elicitation To identify 
specific countries
on the map and 
write down their 
names. 

Students complete exercise 1 in their workbooks 
individually and compare their answers in pairs. 

2 mins Individual, 
pair work. 

To practise 
and/or revise 
the new 
vocabulary. 

Students look at the shapes of the countries given 
in their workbooks for 30 seconds and try to 
memorise them. Then their close their workbooks 
and have to point at the countries on the screen 
(prepared by the teacher) and name them. ! If your
students know how to spell words, let them spell 
the names of the countries. 

4+2 mins (if 
spelling is 
included)

Whole group 
work

Presentation To learn the 
names of 
specific 
countries, their 
capital cities and
nationalities. 

Teacher has prepared a quizlet exercise where 
names of the countries and nationalities are given 
in a messy order. Students give their answers by 
matching them. After that students write down the 
correct answers in their workbooks (ex.2.). 

15 mins Whole group, 
individual 
work

Controlled 
Practice

Students are 
able to define 
the new 
vocabulary in 
collaboration 
with other peers.

Students get in pairs. Student A closes the 
workbook, Student B tells the name of the capital 
city and Student A has to name the country and the
nationality. The they swap roles. Teacher monitors 
students’ answers. 

3 mins Pair work 

Review To consolidate 
the vocabulary 
planned for the 
lesson

Names of nationalities are written on the board (by 
the teacher before the beginning of the lesson). 
Students have to name the country and its capital 
city and then come to the board and erase it. 

7 mins Whole group 
work 

Follow up To expand the 
students’ 
knowledge about
the countries

Students are asked to find 1 surprising fact about 
each country and write them down in their 
notebooks. Use the Internet. As an example the 
teacher presents a few facts and students have to 
guess which country they are about. 

5 mins Whole group 
work
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Commentary:

The lesson plan above is firmly connected with the Competency Curriculum, because students 
are guided by the teacher, but can fulfil the tasks given individually and/or working with their 
classmates (Collaboration, Cooperation). Competency “Global citizenship” has been included as 
well in the Warm-up and Elicitation stage. Home task (Follow up) involves “Digital skills”. The 
variety of the exercises allows students work in an intensive manner. The lesson goes beyond 
the exercises in the workbook and instead utilizes foreign language units presented in a 
creative way in relation with the Competency Curriculum. 
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Lesson 9

Grade 5-6 Solutions Elementary Unit 6D p. 61
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Length of lesson: 40 min

LESSON AIMS 1. By the end of the lesson the students will be able to talk about 
their pets using the past form of regular verbs.

2. By the end of the lesson the students will be able to use the new 
vocabulary.

3. By the end of the lesson the students will have improved the 
competences of critical thinking, collaboration, communication and 
creativity. 

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead - in To get the 
students 
interested into
the topic 

1. Let`s brainstorm the vocabulary about pets (any
parts of speech).  

2. The teacher opens the hidden verbs on the 
board and asks if the Sts know the meaning: roll 
over; cry; walk; stop; shout; jump; clean; bark; 
meow; pass; crawl; howl. 

If any of the words are unknown, either their peers
might be able to explain the meaning or the Sts 
consult the dictionary. 

3 mins

5 mins 

Student-teacher 
interaction (critical 
thinking)

Presentation To discuss the
scanned 
picture from 
the StB Ex 1, 
p.61

Pair work:

1. Sts take turns to describe the picture 
using the Present Simple tense form. 

2. The teacher asks some questions about 
the ideas they shared.

3. Sts read the text ex.1(p.61) paying 
attention to the highlighted verbs. T asks 
what unusual happened.

4. Pay attention to the highlighted verbs. Are
they about present or past? What is 
different in the verb formation? 

5. The Sts revise the formation of the Past 
Simple of regular verbs and pronunciation 
of these forms. Checking the rules from 
StB p.61 

3 mins

2 mins

2 mins

1 min

5 mins

Pair work

(communication 
and collaboration)

St-T interaction, 
Whole class work 

Individual work

Whole class work

Whole class work

Whole class work

Practice To practise 
the 
pronunciation 
and the 
spelling of the
regular Past 
forms 
(communicati
on, 
collaboration, 
and creativity)

1. Listen and repeat the verbs Ex.4.

2. In Ex.5. Sts practise saying the verbs on 
their own, writing the sound at the end of 
the word /t/,/d/,/id/. 

3. Checking is done in pairs, then Sts listen 
to the recording. 

4. Sts put the time expressions in the correct
order starting from most recent in Ex 
6,p.61. and then make 5 own sentences.

5. Sts write Ex.7,p.61 in the notes, paying 
attention to the spelling of the past forms 

2 min

3 mins

1 min

3 mins

5 mins

Individually

Individually

Pair work

Listening

Individually 

Whole class work or
in pairs

Individual work
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

and adding one more sentence to the 
given one.  

Giving 
homework

To consolidate
the usage of 
the Simple 
past forms 
and develop 
creativity.

 HW will be sent to the Sts in a QR code form. 
Sts write their own funny story using the 

above mentioned verbs

2 min Individual  creative 
work

Feedback To get the 
idea of the 
StS` mood 
and progress, 
emotional 
state. 

The T invites the Sts to fill in the unfinished 
sentences “I learnt….” “The lesson was…..” “I need 
…” 

3 mins Individual work 
including critical 
thinking

Commentary: At each stage students develop some kind of competences. Pair work helps to 
cooperate. Writing own sentences develops creativity. Asking and answering the questions they
have to communicate. 
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Lesson 10

Grade 6 Solutions Elementary Unit 8C, p. 80 
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Length of lesson: 40 min.

LESSON AIMS 1. Students will be able to name and recognize famous landmarks in 
the world.

2. Students will enrich their vocabulary in order to understand and 
produce information about landmarks.

3. Students will be able to tell about some famous landmarks in the 
world.

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in to motivate 
students explore 
the topic, 
increase their 
interest

1) T shows pictures of famous natural landmarks in the
world

2) ST guess what it is and where (which continent, 
country, name) – Ex. 4 p. 80

3) How can we say what they are with one word? (Can 
be played as HANGMAN, the word ST have to guess is 
LANDMARKS)

7 min. Individual

Main part 1) improving 
vocabulary, 
pronunciation 
and spelling by 
cooperating

2) getting 
detailed 
information 
about one 
famous 
landmark

1) dividing into pairs by pictures of landmarks and their
names

2) T sticks texts on the walls outside the classroom 
(before the lesson)

3) one ST runs out, reads the text and dictates it to the
other who stays in the classroom (changing roles 
advisible)

4) when they finish, original texts are on T’s desk for 
checking spelling

5) early finishers can find extra information about their 
landmark

15 min pairs

Presentation 1) improving 
speaking and 
listening skills

1) ST tell others about their landmark

2) other ST fill into the gaps while listening. If ST 
haven’t heard the information, they ask additional 
questions

10 min pairs

Feedback Reflection about 
what has been 
learned

1) T shows famous landmarks again and asks what it is
and some information about them (can be made as a 
kahoot)

7 min individual

Commentary:

With this lesson students will develop transversal skill:

1. Global citizenship
2. Cultural awareness

3. Collaboration
4. Communication

 Linguistic skills:

1. Vocabulary (pronunciation, spelling)
2. Reading

3. Writing
4. Speaking
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Materials for the lesson:

The Swiss Alps are one of the world’s largest mountain ranges and cover 65% of Switzerland. The 
mountains were formed 45 million years ago and have some of the highest peaks in Europe. Today, 
nature enthusiasts come to the Swiss Alps for hiking, skiing, paragliding and swimming.

The Swiss Alps are one of the world’s largest mountain ranges and cover 65% of Switzerland. The 
mountains were formed ___  _________ years ago and have some of the highest peaks in Europe. 
Today, nature enthusiasts come to the Swiss Alps for hiking, skiing, paragliding and swimming.

_______________
Norway’s fjords are some of the best known, and most impressive, in the world. These narrow saltwater 
formations are deep, surrounded by land on three sides and drain out into the sea. Norway has more 
than a thousand, and the most famous ones are located on the west coast.

Norway’s fjords are some of the best known, and most impressive, in the world. These narrow saltwater 
formations are deep, surrounded by land on ________ _________ and drain out into the 
sea. Norway has more than a thousand, and the most famous ones are located on the west coast.

_______________
Located in the heart of the Northern Territory, Uluru is certainly the greatest of all natural Australian 
landforms. Formerly known as Ayer's Rock, Uluru, its traditional name, is the world's largest monolith (a 
stone separated from it's strata). Much of its mass is hidden below ground yet the exposed portion stands
above ground some 348 metres high.

Located in the heart of the Northern Territory, Uluru is certainly the greatest of all natural Australian 
landforms. Formerly known as Ayer's Rock, Uluru, its traditional name, is the world's largest monolith (a 
stone separated from it's strata). Much of its mass is hidden below ground yet the exposed portion stands
above ground some _____ ________ high.

_______________
Mount Fuji is an active volcano, which most recently erupted in 1707. Mount Fuji is with 3776 meters 
Japan's highest mountain. It is not surprising that the nearly perfectly shaped volcano has been 
worshiped as a sacred mountain and experienced big popularity among artists and common people 
throughout the centuries. 

Mount Fuji is an active volcano, which most recently erupted ___ ______. Mount Fuji is with 3776 meters
Japan's highest mountain. It is not surprising that the nearly perfectly shaped volcano has been 
worshiped as a sacred mountain and experienced big popularity among artists and common people 
throughout the centuries. 

_______________
One of the greatest attractions in Africa and one of the most spectacular waterfalls in the world. Victoria 
Falls is the only waterfall in the world with a length of more than a kilometer and a height of more than 
hundred meters. It is also considered to be the largest fall in the world.

One of the greatest attractions in Africa and one of the _____ ____________waterfalls in the world. 
Victoria Falls is the only waterfall in the world with a length of more than a kilometer and a height of 
more than hundred meters. It is also considered to be the largest fall in the world.

_______________
The Grand Canyon is a mile-deep chasm in northern Arizona in the USA. Scientists estimate the canyon 
may have formed 5 to 6 million years ago. Humans have inhabited the area in and around the canyon 
since the last Ice Age. The first Europeans to reach the Grand Canyon were Spanish explorers in the 
1540s.

The Grand Canyon is a mile-deep chasm in northern Arizona in the USA. Scientists estimate the canyon 
may have formed 5 to 6 million years ago. Humans have inhabited the area in and around the canyon 
since the last Ice Age. The _______ ______________to reach the Grand Canyon were Spanish 
explorers in the 1540s.
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Lesson 11

Grade 7 Solutions Elementary Unit 7G, Ex. 6, p. 75
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Length of lesson: 40 minutes  

LESSON AIMS 1. to revise past forms of irregular verbs

2. to collaborate in pairs

3. to write an email about past events

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Introduction To state the aim 
of the lesson and
learning outcome

The Teacher tells the Students the aim and 
achievable outcome of the lesson, proceeding the 
previous lesson when there has been a thorough 
analysis of “an email” (Student’s Book page 75, 
exercises 1 -4).

2 min Whole class

Revision To revise past 
forms of 
irregular verbs

The Teacher provides the Students with an 
interactive game on irregular verbs on handouts and
IWB. First, the Students complete the irregular verb
activity on handouts in pairs. Then each pair states 
an answer in turns, and compare with the Teacher’s 
answers. 

The activity can be done by using tablets or mobile 
phones (Kahoot!).

8 min Pair work

Digital skills, 
collaboration, 
critical thinking

Pre-writing To give the 
background and 
framework of the
task

The Teacher shows eight pictures related to four 
good things and 4 bad things on IWB 
(pixabay.com). In pairs, the Students have to 
choose 2 from good and 1 from bad things. Then 
they choose at least 2 verbs from the previous 
activity to match with their pictures. 

5 min Whole class, 
pair work

Collaboration, 
communication
, critical 
thinking

Writing To produce an 
email in pairs in 
classroom

The Students write an email observing all the rules 
of email writing (learned in the previous lesson, the 
Student’s Book page 75) and taking into account the
given framework (3 pictures and at least 2 irregular 
verbs for each picture).

20-25 min Pair work

Collaboration, 
communication
, critical 
thinking

Additional 
task for fast 
finishers/ 
stronger 
students

To provide the 
Students with an
additional 
activity

The Students’ pairs exchange their emails with other
pairs, read and make some comments (What was 
done well? and What points should be improved?).

Pair work

Commentary:

The lesson is connected with the Competency Curriculum as the following skills are used during
the Lesson:

• digital skills - IWB, Kahoot!, tablets, mobile phones, www.pixabay.com;
• critical thinking - checking the answers for the past irregular forms, choosing the 

framework of an email (3 pictures, several irregular verbs);
• collaboration, communication – working in pairs to reach the aim of the lesson.
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Lesson 12

Grade 7 Solutions Elementary 2nd Ed Unit 9 p 90
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Length of lesson: 40 mins

LESSON AIMS 1. Read and listened opinions about teenage jobs

2. Expand vocabulary about jobs and working

3. Express opinion about part time jobs for teenagers

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Revision students revise the 
previous knowledge 
of job vocabulary

Every students get a card with different 
job and a card with meaning of a job, they
read out loud and find a match in the class

3 Critical thinking,
communication

Introduction Guess the theme of 
the lesson

Students look at pictures of teenagers at 
work and try to find what is common 
about them

5 Critical thinking,
collaboration

Reading Reading for specific 
information

Students read the text from the book and 
find the age and country the teenagers 
come from.

3 Individual work

Reading and 
speaking

Check 
understanding of 
the text

Students read the texts and do exercises 3
and 4. After they have done the tasks, 
they check them with a partner.

10 Individual and pair 
work. 
Communication,
collaboration

Listening Understand 
teenagers giving 
their opinion about 
jobs for young 
people

Students listen to the recording and do 
tasks 5 and 6 from the book. After they 
have done the tasks, they check them with
a partner.

10 Individual and pair 
work
Communication,
collaboration

Online voting Encourage students 
to share opinions 
and their work 
experience

Students vote online using their phones 
and answer 3 questions:

• Have you ever worked and got 
paid for it?

• Would you like to work during 
summer?

• Is it allowed to work at your age?

3 Digital skills,
Critical thinking

Feedback students share 
opinions about jobs 
for young people

Students get exit card:

In summer I would/ I wouldn’t like to get a
job, because……..

They fill them in and read out for the 
class. 

6 Critical thinking,
communication

Commentary:

During our lesson students get aware about the possibility of work for young people, they 
share their opinion about it. Students can listen to others, respect others opinions, help others 
– they collaborate.  Students develop their reading, listening, speaking skills. During lesson 
they collaborate, communicate, think critically and use digital skills.
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Lesson 13

Grade 7 Project 5 Pre-Intermediate Unit 1 p. 16
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Length of lesson: 40 min.

LESSON AIMS 1. Enrich the students’ vocabulary on the theme “Music”

2. Develop the students’ reading and listening skills

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

1. Name the 
people in the 
photos 
(famous 
modern 
singers)

Motivate the 
students and 
inform them 
about the theme
of the lesson

The students give the names of the singers 2 min Teacher-
Student

Communication

2. Pre-
teaching new 
vocabulary

To work with 
new word 
collocations in 
order to use 
them while 
doing reading 
and listening 
tasks

1. The students choose a card (the cards are of 2 
colours) with a part of a collocation; they have to find
an appropriate ending and to write it on the board.

Huge amplifiers

Music scene

Heavy metal

Aggressive music

Sing-along songs

Electronic guitar

Boy band

Strong melody

Musical instrument

2. There are 4 sentences on the board which the 
students have to complete with an appropriate word 
collocation.

The  music  was  very  loud  because  the  ………………..
were used.

My friend is good at playing the……………..

My favourite type of music is………………..

Tom is a member of a popular……………………….

5 min

3 min

Student-
Student (group
work)

Collaboration

Critical 
Thinking

Communication

Student-
Teacher

Critical 
Thinking

Communication

3. Listening

Ex.1a,1b, p16

Develop the 
students’ 
listening skills

The students listen to the text and do the gap-filling 
tasks.

7 min Student-
Teacher

Critical 
Thinking

4. Reading

Ex.2,p16

Develop the 
students’ 
reading skills

The students read the text and  find  the needed 
information in the text.

5 min Student-
Teacher

Critical 
Thinking
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

5. Listening Motivate the 
students and 
develop the 
students’ 
listening skills

The students listen to the song “Yesterday” by Beetles
and do the gap-filling task.

The teacher uses the www.lyricstraining.com

5 min Student-
Teacher

Critical 
Thinking

6. Making up 
a story about 
a band

Motivate the 
students and 
develop the 
students’ 
researching 
skills and 
creativity

The students use their mobile phones to find 
information about music bands (their kind of music, 
first big hit, where they are from, who they are).  

5 min Student-
Student (pair 
work)

Digital Skills

Collaboration

Critical 
Thinking

Creativity

Communication

7. Oral 
presentations

Encourage the 
students to 
speak in front of
the class and 
develop their 
speaking skills

Each pair presents their story to the rest of the class 
without mentioning the name of the band and the 
class tries to guess its name.

7 min Student-
Student

Communication

Creativity

8. Giving a 
home-task

Revise the new 
vocabulary and 
develop the 
writing skills and
the students’ 
creativity

Ex 3, p16 1 min Teacher-
Student

Critical 
Thinking
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Lesson 14

Grade 7 Focus 2 Pre-Int Unit 4.2, p.50 
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Length of lesson: 40 mins

LESSON AIMS 1. Students will be able to use Present Perfect with for and since 
talking about themselves (ask and answer)

2. They will find out what couchsurfing is

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

introduction To raise st interest;

Let them think and 
speak

Teacher asks st –s to guess why he is tired this 
morning. 

Then st in pairs tell each other what has been 
the most unusual he/she has ever slept

5 Teacher-
students 

Pair work

Comprehension:
Word building

Find out the 
meaning of a 
compound noun

Two nouns on the board couch and surfing; st-
s find out the meaning and make a compound 
noun  couchsurfing

3 Students- 
teacher 

Reading: using 
think-aloud 
strategy

to find out st-s 
opinion about such 
kind of travelling

St-s read and after that tell their opinion 5 discussion

Linking reading 
and grammar 
task

To find out a sample
of Present Perfect

Teacher asks to find  an answer from the text 
how long he has worked for 

CS?

2 T-S

Watching 
grammar Focus 
video

Help st to 
understand forming 
and using Pr P with 
for and since

St watch the video, ask questions if there is 
anything they want to be explained and then 
complete ex. 3 in the book

5 St –st, st-T

Checking To find out 
understanding

after checking the ex. St-s draw in their note 
books the time line to specify the meanings of 
since and for

3 st, 1 st draw it 
on the board

practising using Pr Perfect reading and completing ex 4, listening and 
checking

7 individual work

interview practising through 
personalizing

teacher takes a “mic” and asks one st how long 
he has lived in his house.

The st asks his partner and then they continue 
with pair work asking questions from ex. 6

7 T-st and then 
pair work

evaluation summarize and 
evaluate students 
work

ask the students what they have learned in 
today’s lesson 

2 st -t

homework more practise do ex in their workbooks p. 46 1 individ.

Commentary: Our aim was to give students the chance to think and express their 
opinions talking about their real life through collaboration, think- aloud and critical 
thinking, finding out and making conclusions. Thinking about couchsurfing is a part of 
global citizenship. Gaining the ability to express their ideas talking with their peers using 
certain grammar structure will improve their language competence.
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Lesson 15

Grade 7 Solutions Pre-Int SB p.21
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Length of lesson: 40 minutes    

LESSON AIMS 1. Listen for key words and antonyms.

2. Recognize, understand and use different synonyms and antonyms.

3. Describe pictures using different adjectives.  

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in

Open 
questions

Brainstorming

Stimulate and
activate 
students’ 
vocabulary.

Teacher  shows  3  photos  of  different  extreme  sports.
(Teacher finds photos on pixabay.com, one photo has to
be  about  BASE  jumping)  Focus  on  the  photos.  Teacher
asks  open  questions:  What  is  adrenaline?  Why  do  the
people  in  the  photo  need  adrenaline?  What  is  an
adrenaline  junkie?  Are  you  an  adrenaline  junkie?  Why/
Why not?

Students describe photos in pairs using photos from SB
page  21,  task  1.  They  have  to  describe  a)  people,  b)
extreme sports, c) landscapes. 

5 minutes Whole group
work

Pair work

Controlled 
practice

Listen out for 
synonyms of 
key words in 
the task.

Focus attention on Listening Strategy, discuss it together.
(Students can write the description of the strategy in their
notebooks).

Go  to  Task  3.  Students  work  in  pairs  and  try  to  find
synonyms  and  antonyms  for  the  underlined  words.
Teacher encourages them to use adjectives from Task 1
where it is possible.

Students listen to the recording 1.17 and do Task 3. Check
answers in the pairs and then as a class.

10 Pair work

Individual 
work

Vocabulary Activate and 
increase 
students’ 
vocabulary

Teacher asks to read the Listening Strategy again, points 
out that a synonym can also be a phrase. Students in 
pairs think of synonyms for underlined words and write 
them in their notebooks.

5 Pair work

Listening task Listen for key 
words.

Students listen recording 1.18 and tick synonyms if they
are  the  same.  Then  students  listen  again  and  mark
sentences  as  True/False.  After  listening  teacher  asks  if
they heard any of the synonyms they wrote down in Task
4. How did they help them to do the task?

10 Individual
work

Whole  group
work

Feedback Personalize 
the acquired 
vocabulary.

Students think of 3 adjectives what they have learned and
using  mentimeter.com they  type  them to  form  a  word
cloud.

5 Individual 
work

Follow up Find out 
about another
extreme 
sport.

Teacher asks students: Would you like to try any extreme
sport? Why/ Why not? What information would you like to
find? To  help you follow the plan  in  Task 8.  (Students
make a poster or presentation according to their level)

5 Whole group
work

Commentary: Students communicate and collaborate to help each other with vocabulary. 
They critically think and analyse extreme sports, express and discuss their opinions. Creativity,
they have to find information, think how to design it and present to the rest of the class. 
Transversal skills- digital skills, learning to learn, cross-curriculum based content.
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Lesson 16

Grade 7 Solutions Pre-Intermediate Unit 4, p. 34
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Length of lesson: 40 minutes 

LESSON AIMS 1. By the end of the lesson students will be able to talk about 
cinema.

2. Talk about their favourite movies, using cinema vocabulary

3. Practice listening skills

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in Topic introduction Greeting the students, Brainstorming the movies they 
have seen recently. Eliciting cinema vocabulary they 
already know.

2-3 min Whole 
class

Presentation Present the types 
of films in the form
of a game

Matching game. Divide the class into groups of 4-5 
students, give them hand-outs with the game. Students 
have to: 1) match the types of films with the pictures and
their definitions; 2) recognise any of the films, put down 
the titles. Whole class checking for the ideas.

5-7 min Group 
work

Listening Students listen for 
information and 
check their 
answers

Play the recording for students to check matching game. 
After that ask for the results.

3-5 min Group 
work

Vocabulary Review of 
descriptive 
adjectives

St.b. p 34, ex.6. Students fill in the gaps with the 
adjectives from the box individually. Check in pairs.

3 min Individual/
pair work

Review Speaking practice 
and the use of 
cinema vocabulary

Students work in pairs. They tell about the types of films 
they like or dislike and give the reasons why. (use cinema
vocabulary)

5 min Pair work

Speaking 
and listening

To interact with 
other ss on the 
task give

“Trailer game”. Ss work in groups of 4-5. They choose the
type of film trailer they are going to watch, (e.g. comedy, 
science-fiction, war film, musical) and after that they 
have to act out what they have seen. The other groups 
guess the type of film, possibly the title, describe the it 
using cinema vocabulary.

15 min Group 
work

Review Check ss progress Teacher gets feedback if the aim is achieved. Teacher asks
questions. Students show thumbs up/thumbs 
down/neutral to show their progress.

1-2 min Whole 
class

Follow up To review the 
cinema vocabulary

Write a brief review of their favourite film, 7-10 
sentences.

1-2 min Whole 
class

Commentary: The lesson plan presented is based on the Competency Curriculum. Students 
are guided by the teacher, and they have an opportunity to work in groups, in pairs, 
individually and as a whole class. (Communication, collaboration and cooperation). 
Presentation stage has competences as collaboration, as well critical thinking allowing students
to use their previous knowledge and develop new. Listening stage is based on group work 
where students use their communication skills and collaboration. Critical thinking is used in 
presentation stage, speaking and listening stages. The lesson goes beyond the exercises in the
course book that makes students and the teacher work in more creative way.
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Lesson 17

Grade 8 Solutions Intermediate 2nd Ed. Unit 1 p.4
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Length of lesson: 80 min

LESSON AIMS 1. to produce a detailed description (appearance, clothes) using new
vocabulary and correct order of adjectives

2. to express opinions on fashion

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead-in Setting 
objectives

T explains what is expected to do and to achieve 2-3 min Teacher (T)-
Student (St)

Warm-up New vocab 
introduction

Find out meaning and pronunciation using students’ 
(ss’) phones 

10 min St-st

Technology-St

(Pair work)

Develop vocab Continue lines (add new vocab.) and make adj.+noun 
combinations

5-8 min St-St

(Pair work)

Practice New vocab 
practice

Speculate about 4 celebrities using new vocab. 
providing reasons 

10 min St-St

(Pair work)

Express 
opinions

Search the Net, find a photo of a worst-dressed 
celebrity (in ss’ opinion); show the group, explain why 
he/she is the worst-dressed

10-12 min St-St

(Group work)

Develop 
speaking by 
roleplaying

Interview using a “microphone” (1 ss – a celebrity) 
according to example in ex.3-4

15-20 min St-St

(Pair work)

Practice 
grammar 
patterns

Create ss’ own task, give it to another pair, check, 
feedback

15-20 min St-St

Content-Student

(Pair work)

Assessment/
Feedback

Analysis Ask questions, discuss, analyse 5 min T-St

St-St

At home: Find 4 photos (famous people who look quite similar) and be ready to 
describe 1 person. Students will listen and guess the person being 
described.

Commentary:

In all these stages we tried to include competences and 4 Cs (collaboration, communication,
critical thinking, creativity). We added pair-work and group work for practising collaboration
and communication,  search the Net tasks,  choosing a  person to  describe,  finding out the
meanings of new vocabulary for developing digital skills, expressing their opinions for critical
thinking, creating an interview, a grammar task for developing creativity and thinking process
in  general.  Adding  our  ideas  to  a  regular  lesson  plan  might  help  students  develop  their
competences and all appropriate skills in general.
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Lesson 18

Grade 9 English Plus 4 Unit 3, StB p.28-29, WB p.24
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Length of lesson: 40 minutes    

LESSON AIMS 1. Learn nouns and verbs relating to medical science.

2. Get to know some facts about the development of medical 
science.

3. Exchange opinions about medical advances.

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Warm-up. Introduce the theme.

Elicit the vocabulary 
already known by 
the students.

Brainstorming, using the Word Cloud 
(mentimeter.com)

2 min Individual 
contribution. 
Collaboration.

Using digital 
skills.

Setting 
objectives of 
the lesson.

Set the theme of the 
lesson.

The teacher refers to what the students have
written and sets the topic and the aim of the 
lesson.

1 min Teacher’s 
presentation.

Presentation. Elicit the knowledge 
already known by 
the students about 
the theme.

The teacher asks open questions to the 
students (e.g. What did doctors do to treat 
people in the past?)

4 min Frontal work. (T –
Ss)

Cultural 
awareness.

Practice. Learn nouns and 
verbs relating to 
medical science.

StB Ex.1-2, p.28. 

Students copy the given nouns from Ex.1 
and match them with the verbs from Ex.2.

5 min Individual work. 
Writing skills.

Practice.

Feedback.

Get to know some 
facts about medical 
science in the past.

Do the Health quiz. (T/F) Students work 
individually. When they have finished, the 
teacher asks them to raise a red card for 
False and a green card for True.

3 min Individual work. 

Cultural 
awareness.

Practice. Compare the 
answers, exchange 
opinions.

Students work in pairs. 5 min Pair work. 
Collaboration.

Communication

Self-
assessment.

Check the answers. Listen to the tape. (CD1.33) 2 min Listening skills.

Practice. Practise to use the 
new vocabulary.

WB Ex.1, Ex.3, p.24. Individual work. 5 min Individual work.

Assessment. Check how the 
students use the new
vocabulary.

Students read out their answers. 2 min Reading aloud.

Practice. Introduce the 
students to medical 
advances.

The teacher asks open questions to the 
students (e.g. What have scientists 
discovered during the last century?)

4 min Frontal work (T – 
Ss)
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Practice. Learn about top ten 
medical advances.

StB Ex.3, p.29 Students work in pairs 
according to the task, discuss the questions.

5 min Pair work. 
Collaboration.

Communication 
Critical thinking.

Feedback. Do research work on 
the theme as 
homework.

StB Ex.3, p.29 Students choose one of the 
advances they find most interesting or 
surprising.  

For homework they have to find extra 
information and prepare a presentation (3 
min) (individually or in pairs).

2 min Individual/ pair 
work. 
Collaboration.

Creativity. 

Critical thinking.

Communication

Cultural 
awareness. 
Digital skills.

Commentary: 

While working out the lesson plan, we kept in mind the different competencies we would like 
the students to develop. To show how the competencies are developed in the lesson, we 
included them into the last column of this plan together with the types of interaction for each 
activity.
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Lesson 19

Grade 9 New Headway Up-Int Unit 1, p.6
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Length of lesson: 40 min.   

LESSON AIMS 1. Application of adverbs of time relevant to the given tense forms

2. Revision of tenses

3. Identifying their  knowledge gaps in usage of tense forms

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Recognition 
of Adverbs of
time

Matching adverbs 
with relevant 
tense to stimulate
creative thinking

Getting acquainted with Handout 1, choosing one
time expression to write one’s own sentence 

  2min Individual

work

Handout 2 
dividing class
into 4 
groups,

Group 
discussion

Presenting the 
sentence to one’s 
group. Receiving 
immediate 
feedback after 
short discussion 
within the group

Ex. 1 is divided into 4 parts, each student 
receives his task with a group number, finds his 
group (group forming), 

Discussion of their own sentences within the 
group

   3min Communication, 
group work 
critical thinking, 
getting feedback

Matching 
sentences 
with the 
appropriate 
time 
expression

Recognition of 
tense forms

Group work, discussion of given sentences, 
afterwards adding their own example

   5 min Collaboration, 
critical thinking, 
creativity

Group 
presentation 
to the class

Feedback on 
the board

Revision of tense 
forms

Presenting, analysing, commenting sentences. 
(usage of flash cards)

   10 min Critical thinking,
presentation 
skills, 
assessment 

Reading task 
1, p.6

Recognition of 
tenses in the text

Silent reading, underlining tense forms in the 
text, reproducing tense structures to the class, 
feedback (on the board/on the wall)

   5 min Critical thinking,
individual work

Listening 
(T1.1)

Application of 
tense forms on 
the text grounds

Listening, filling in the gaps    2 min Critical thinking

Feedback on 
the board

Self -assessment Students check their results, evaluate, set tasks 
for further studying

   3 min Critical thinking

Summary, 
home ass. 
Handouts for
homework

Setting individual 
tasks for future 
studies of tenses

Teacher hands out material – a table for self-
assessment
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Lesson 20

Grade 9 Solutions Intermediate Unit 1 Lesson 1A, p.4
and p.108
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Length of lesson: 40 min.    

LESSON AIMS 1. to describe clothes

2. to use the correct order of adjectives in a sentence

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Revision To revise 
vocabulary on
clothes

Ss work in three groups. Gr1 makes a list of items of 
clothing people wear on their head and neck, Gr2 – what
people wear on their body, Gr3 – what people wear on 
their legs and feet.

3 min. Group work: 
Collaboration

communication

The order of 
adjectives

To learn the 
correct order 
of adjectives

T asks Ss to describe one piece of clothes, e.g. a hat. Ss 
call different adjectives, e.g. big, brown, warm, old-
fashioned, woolly, etc. T asks Ss to categorize the 
adjectives, e.g. big – size, brown – colour, etc. T asks Ss
to compose one sentence using all adjectives Ss 
suggested for the hat. Ss make the sentence.  Then Ss 
open p.108, look at the table N1.1 and analyse whether 
they put the adjectives in the correct order. Ss make 
corrections according to the order on page 108 N1.1. 

5 min. All Students: 
Brainstorming

Critical thinking

Practising 
the order of 
adjectives

To practise 
the correct 
order of 
adjectives

Each group of Ss writes some adjectives in front of the 
items of clothes written during the revision stage. Ss can
use the adjectives on p.4 ex.1 and 2. Then they pass 
their lists to another group. Ss who received the list have
to rewrite adjectives in the correct order. Then Ss pass 
their lists to the next group for checking and correction. 
T monitors and helps.

5 min. Group work:

Collaboration 

Communication

Critical thinking

Listening to  
descriptions

To listen and 
match with 
the pictures

Ss listen to the radio show, look at the photos on page 4 
ex.3 and match the descriptions with the photos. T 
checks in class.

3 min. Individual work:
critical thinking

Creating a 
description

To describe 
clothes

Ss make groups of 3 people (one person from each of 
the previous groups). Each group chooses one person 
from their group who represents a celebrity and 
describes it.

7 min. Group work: 
creativity and 
collaboration

Fashion 
contest

To present 
the 
description

One student of the group who was described acts as a 
celebrity on a stage in front of the class. Two other 
students describe the celebrity orally as if it is a fashion 
contest.

15 min. Presentation in 
groups

Evaluation To give 
feedback

Ss chose the nominations for each presentation, e.g. the 
funniest/ the most unexpected/ the most creative, etc. 
and vote for them.

2 min. All students

Critical thinking

Commentary: 

All tasks were based on 4C’s approach: collaboration, communication, critical thinking and 
creativity. Moreover, the elements of cultural awareness (modern clothes, celebrities, etc.) 
were used in the lesson. Students were motivated to find out the correct order of adjectives 
themselves that means they were actively involved in the process of learning (learning to 
learn). Students have developed their linguistic and sociocultural competences.
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Lesson 21

Grade 9 Solutions Intermediate 2nd 
Ed.

Unit 1, p.4, 
108, 127
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Length of lesson: 40 min.

LESSON AIMS 1. To develop speaking skills by discussing the topic of describing
clothes 

2. To introduce and practise different vocabulary related to the 
topic.

3. To give students semi-controlled and freer practice in speaking
through communicative activities

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

1. Lead-in. To introduce and 
practice vocabulary 
related to the topic.

Class is divided into groups of 3 or 4. Teacher asks
to brainstorm vocabulary related to the topic 
Clothes and do tasks on p.127 ex.1,2.

Then students are asked to describe the clothes 
of: 1modern student; 2 modern teacher; 3 pop 
star etc. After some time students present their 
work.

3 min. Student – 
student

Student - 
teacher

2. Controlled
Practice.

To revise previously
taught vocabulary 
and introduce new 
one.

p.4 ex.1

each group is given one line of words (eg. 
Patterns), using digital resources students work 
out the meaning of words and prepare the 
presentation.

7 min. Student - 
student

3. Freer 
Practice

To give freer 
practice of a 
language point.

p.4 ex.2

Each group prepares a description of one photo in 
the book and add their opinion how a person looks
like using the given vocabulary in ex.2.

Teacher asks each group to find a photo in the 
mobile and describe it using the taught 
vocabulary. At the end students vote for the best 
presentation.

15 min. Student-
student

With books closed. Teacher gives cards with 
different adjectives and asks students to put the 
adjectives in the correct order before nouns, then 
students check their work by listening.

4. Review 
and follow 
up.

To revise and 
review grammar 
point.

Teacher asks students to work out a rule Order of 
adjectives using the previous examples and share 
their ideas with the rest of the groups.

Teacher asks to compare their rules with one given
in the course book p.108.(1.1). At the end 
students vote for the most precise rule.

8 min. Student – 
student

Student - 
teacher

5. Panel 
discussion.

To get awareness of
students’ work.

Teacher asks to answer the questions:

1 What new have you learned at the lesson?

2 Where could you apply this knowledge?

3 What else would you like to know?

6 min. Teacher - 
student
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

6. HT 
assignment

To consolidate the 
acquired  
knowledge.

SB p.108. (1.1) ex.1. and add 3 more sentences. 1 min.

Commentary:

Throughout the lesson we tried to keep to the principle of the 4Cs: communication, 
collaboration, creativity and critical thinking.  Students are given a lot of free practice of 
functional English;  teacher’s role is -  observer and coordinator. They also use digital 
resources which motivates them to participate actively in the process.
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Lesson 22

Grade 10 Real Life Intermediate Unit 2, p. 12
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Length of lesson: 40 min.   

LESSON AIMS 1.To develop and practise:sports, football vocabulary.

2.To activate and practise verb collocations’ structures.

3. To build listening, speaking and English-in-use exam skills. 

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Lead- in Recognize the 
theme by 
telling the 
group about 
different 
pictures.

1. 4 groups of 5 people. Each person has a different 
picture to speak about.(1-mountains in winter,2- 
mountains in summer,3- a bridge, 4-a river,5- 
dusty road). Pictures are on the wall in the 
corridor.

2. The task is-to inform the group about the exact 
picture.

3. The group together finds the connection (the 
theme of the lesson) of pictures-SPORTS.  

10 min. Individual 
and group 
work.

Main body.

Discussion.

Find out the 
background 
knowledge 
about the topic 
by asking and 
answering 
questions.

5. The questions are presented on the board:

a) What important sport event happened in Russia
in summer?

b) Who won?

c) What happens every 4 years?

d) Do you do a lot of sport?

e) What do you do to keep fit?

f) Do you enjoy watching sport on TV?

5 min. Whole 
class.

Main body.

Pair work.

Interview a 
partner-Are you
into sport?
(ex.3/12)

Elicit feedback 
with students 
talking about 
their partner. 

1. Students take turns to ask and answer the 
questions.

2. Check their scores. Discuss with their partner. 

8 min. Pair work.

Main body. Revision of verb
collocations.

1. Collocations are on the board:

a) Verb+ noun-score a goal

b) Verb+ -ing form-go running

c) Verb+ adjective-get fit.

2. Every student has 3 different cards:

a)green- Verb+ noun

b) blue- Verb+ -ing form

c) red- Verb+ adjective.

       3. Teacher dictates the verbs (ex.2/12), students 
decide which word form comes to make a verb collocation, 
show the appropriate card and give an example.

7 min. Whole 
class.
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Feedback. To revise, 
strengthen 
the knowledge. 

The text is written on the board. While reading students 
have to fill the text writing the missing information on the 
interactive white board.

France beats 1.…….. in the World Cup.They score2.…….. 
This means that France does3.…..and wins4. …….. People in
France support5.……..

The football players come back home. They are in a parade.
They are in an open-top bus. Many people join6.…….. to see
them.

After the parade, the players meet President Macron.The 
prezident also likes7……..football.

1-Croatia

2-goals

3-the best

4-the match

5-the team

6-the parade

7-playing(watching).

8 min. Whole 
class

Follow-up To strengthen 
the knowledge-
verb 
collocations.

H.T.-6/12. 2 min. Whole 
class

Commentary:

Lead-in: Collaboration, communication.

Main body: Global citizenship, communication, Collaboration, Critical thinking.

Feedback: Critical thinking, communication.
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Lesson 23

Grade 10 Solutions Upper-Intermediate Unit 3, pp.30-
31
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Length of lesson: 80 min

LESSON AIMS 1. To practise speaking skills

2. To practise reading skills

3. To practise vocabulary related to family relationships

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Pair 
discussion.

To introduce the 
topic

The teacher reads the quotation written on the 
board  “A boy becomes an adult three years before 
his parents think he does, and about two years 
after he thinks he does” and advises to discuss it in 
pairs. Ex 1 p. 30

5 min S-S

Watching the 
video 

To raise curiosity,
to practice 
listening skills 
and to revise the
vocabulary 

Students are watching and listening to the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OPGNxjMe9k

3 min SS

Filling the 
checklist

To check the 
prior knowledge 
and students’ 
expectations

Students fill in the table:

What I know

What I want to know

2 min

Analysing and
predicting 

To apply critical 
thinking skills

The students open the course books, look at the 
picture and focus on the title of the article. Predict 
which sentence summarises the opinions of the 
text’s writer. Ex 2p. 30

3 min S-S

Pair 
discussion

To activate 
speaking skills

Students answer the questions: 

1. Who is the closest person in your family? 
Why?

2. What kind of problems could teenagers 
and their parents have?

7 min S-S

Reading To practise 
analytical 
reading skills

The students read the article, elicit the correct 
answer to ex.2 p.30.

10 minutes SS

Discussion Critical thinking Answer the question

Does the text contain mainly facts or mainly 
opinions? Support the answers with the examples 
from the text.

5 min SS

Matching the 
gaps

To illustrate the 
coherence of the 
text

The students read the “Exam Tips”, read the 
sentences ex 5p.30, do the task and share the 
answers with the partner. Then the teacher 
assesses their answers. 

10 min S-S

Matching the 
words and 
their 
definitions

To practise the 
phrasal verbs

Students match the phrasal verbs with their 
definitions Ex 7 p. 31

7 min SS, S-S
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Paraphrasing To practice the 
phrasal verbs

Students rewrite the sentences, using the phrasal 
verbs they identified in the previous exercise Ex.8p.
31

8 min SS

Critical 
thinking

To elicit word 
formation 
patterns

Students identify different adjective formation 
patterns Ex 9.p. 31

5 min SS

Role Play To activate 
speaking skills, 
using new 
vocabulary

The students are given the roles of a parent and a 
teenager and they make dialogues for the real 
situations on the topic.

10 min S-S

Feedback and 
homework

To activate 
metacognitive 
skills

The students fill in the table with the column “What 
I have learned”

The teacher asks the students:

1) What is the most useful, meaningful, or 
intriguing thing you learned from today's class 
discussion?

2) What questions do you have about today's 
discussion that you would like answered before we 
finish?

The students are asked to give the possible 
solutions for imaginary situations in teenager-adult 
relationships

5 min SS

Commentary: The lesson is provided with additional metacognitive strategies, critical thinking
and using IT tools.
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Lesson 24

Grade 11 Solutions Upper-Intermediate Unit 1B, p.6
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Length of lesson: 40 min.   

LESSON AIMS 1. talk about recent actions and activities that have continued over a 
period of time using Present Perfect Simple and Continuous

2.distinguish the difference between Present Perfect Simple and 
Continuous

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

1.Warm-up 
activity

To increase 
students curiosity 
and introduce the 
topic of the lesson

The teacher shows a picture of Jordan Romero and 
asks the students questions: -“Do you know this 
person?”

(if “NO” the teacher writes his name on the 
board );

-He has received a lot of publicity. “What has he 
done to attract this attention?” 

 3 min. Teacher-student

(communication)

2.Diagnostic
task

Check student’s 
knowledge about 
Present Perfect 
Simple and 
Continuous

Step 1. 

Task 1. Put the verbs in brackets in Present Perfect 
Simple and Continuous.

1. Jordan for the past three years (not lead) 
an ordinary life.

2. Since he was ten, he(have) a single goal.

3. Now thirteen, he already (climb) seven 
mountains on his list.

4. He (use) Facebook and Twitter to publicise
his climbs and raise money.

5. “I (learn) a lot about setting goals”, he 
says.

Step 2. Students compare their answers with 
their partners and discuss them.

Step 3. Students check their answers (SB p6, 
ex.2)

Step 4. Students formulate their questions.

Step 5. Students formulate their learning 
objectives.

 7 min (critical thinking)

Step 1.

individual work

Step 2. Pair 
work (student-
student )

(collaboration)

Step 3. 
Individual work

Steps 4/5. Pair 
work.

(collaboration)

3.Formulatin
g the 
grammar 
rule.

Establish the 
difference in form 
and usage 
between PPS and 
PPC.

Step 1. Students  make a poster. Criteria:

1.forms of the tenses

2.usage of  PPS 

3.usage of PPC

Step 2. Students present their posters.

Step 3. Students vote for the best poster.

 7 min.

 5 mins

Group work

(4-5 students)

(collaboration)
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STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

4. Project 
work “My 
life 
experience”

Raise student’s 
self-esteem.

Develop speaking 
skills

Step 1.

Students draw a picture ( any format). 

Criteria:

1. 4 spaces 

2. My achievements ( at school).

3. My trips.

4. My hobbies and interests.

5. My jobs or household chores.

6. PPS and PPC

Step 2.

Students present their projects.

10 min.

6 min.

Individual work 

(creativity)

Group work.

(collaboration)

5.Home 
work.

Revise PPS and 
PPC.

Use ICT tools to 
make a 
presentation

Home task: ‘’ Find a teenager who has received a 
lot of publicity and speak about his/her 
achievements.” (speaking time -2 min.)

2 min. Individual work

(creativity and 
digital 
awareness)
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Lesson 25

Grade 11 Solutions Up-Int 2nd Ed. Unit 6, Lesson
6D, pages 62-
63
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Length of lesson: 40 minutes 

LESSON 
AIMS

By the end of this lesson students will:

1. have read 1 text about the history of a beverage;

2. have shared information with two other classmates about 
the beverage;

3. have improved 4C skills.

STAGE AIM PROCEDURE TIMING FOCUS

Step 1

Introduction

Using pictures, 
attached on the 
board, the teacher 
elicits students’ 
ideas what this 
lesson is going to be
about.

1The teacher has prepared pictures 
of 3 drinks (or has brought 3 drinks 
to the classroom).

2 Students are asked to recognize 
the drinks and are asked some 
general questions about the drinks. 
(Do you drink, like, consider healthy, 
etc…….?)

2 min. Communication

Step 2

Group formation 
and implementation
of the first part of 
handouts.

To divide students 
into groups of 3.

1 The teacher has prepared cards 
with the names of drinks (tea, coffee,
and cola) according to the number of 
students.

2 At the same time the teacher 
hands out prepared KWL handouts to
each student.

3 Students are asked to form groups 
of three with different drinks.

4 Students are asked to fill in the 
first two columns of the KWL handout
about his/her drink.

6 min. Critical 
thinking, 
cooperation 

Step 3

Reading a text from
the textbook

To get new 
information about 
the chosen drink, to 
fill in the third 
column of the KWL 
in order to share it 
with other two 
groupmates.

Students read the text from their 
textbooks and fill in the third column 
of the handout.

10 min. Self-regulated 
learning, critical
thinking

Step 4

Describing feelings

To stimulate 
students’ 
imagination.

Students are asked to recall or 
imagine the feelings they had the 
drink, and to describe them in 3-4 
sentences.

3 min. Thinking and 
creativity

Step 5

Sharing information

To provide other 
groupmates with the
gathered 
information. 

1 First students tell the groupmates 
about their feelings and then 
continue with the gathered 
information.

2 Other groupmates listen, may ask 
questions and express their attitude 
to the drink.

10 min. Cooperation, 
communication
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Step 6

Consolidation

To check in what 
extent students 
have acquired the 
new information.

Students do ex. 4 (page 62) first 
individually and then discuss their 
answers with groupmates.

3 min. Cooperation, 
communication

Step 7

Feedback

To check students’ 
knowledge and get 
feedback.

The teacher has prepared 10 
checklist questions on Kahoot both 
about the texts, the students’ 
attitude to the drinks and evaluation 
of the lesson.

6 min. Digital skills, 
critical thinking

Commentary: This lesson covers transversal skill developed in the Competency Curriculum: 
critical thinking, creativity, cooperation, self-regulated learning and digital skills. All the time 
students are active; they cooperate and improve 4 basic skills: speaking, reading, listening and
writing.  
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BIOdata of the Summer School presenters and organisers

1. Chris Thorn is a freelance writer and trainer, having worked for the British Council for
several years as a senior training consultant and project manager in East Asia. Now
based in the UK, he is a tutor on the Cambridge CELTA and DELTA courses.  Chris’s
writing  for  the  European  Commission  and  Cambridge  University  Press  is  currently
focused upon the development of language learning and teacher CPD content. He has
worked on large-scale teacher development projects, both online and face-to-face. As
an accredited British Council online moderator, he has been responsible for supporting
teachers and language learners on blended projects in Asia, Europe and the Middle East
and North Africa. 

2. Dace Miška has been working as ELT consultant for Oxford University Press since 2000
and has 10 years of teaching experience with all age groups from pre-school to adults,
but particularly enjoyed teaching teenagers. Dace’s role as an ELT consultant involves
organising and running teacher training events – seminars, workshops, conferences and
Oxford Teacher’s Academy courses.  Dace has a master’s degree in Education. 

3. Ināra Dimpere is an experienced teacher of English who has worked with very young
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